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Abstract
Recently, “liquid crystal display (LCD), organic light-emitting diode (OLED),
or micro-light-emitting diode (LED): who wins?” is a heated debatable question. In this review article, we provide a comprehensive overview of these
three promising display technologies through nine display performance indicators, including ambient contrast ratio, motion picture response time, viewing
angle and angular color shift, color gamut, resolution density, power consumption, cost, lifetime, and thin profile and panel flexibility. The advantages and
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disadvantages of each technology are analyzed, and their future perspectives
are discussed.
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1 | INTRODUCTION
Display is an important human–machine interface. Its
widespread applications range from smart watches,
smartphones, pads, computers, TVs, to vehicles, just to
name a few. Recently, the competition between liquid
crystal displays (LCDs)1 and organic light-emitting diode
(OLED)2 displays has become increasingly fierce. Being
an emissive display, the red, green, and blue (RGB)
OLED panel exhibits a perfect dark state, vivid colors,
and thin and flexible profile. Its applications have gradually migrated from smartphones to tablets and laptops. In
parallel, white OLED displays with color filters have also
grasped an important market share in large-screen TVs.
To keep up the competition and maintain the dominating
market in terms of shipment volume, two-dimensional
(2D) local dimming mini-light-emitting diode (LED)
backlight units are used in LCDs to improve their contrast ratio, peak brightness, bit depth, and power
consumption. This way, mini-LED backlit LCD (mLCD)
En-Lin Hsiang and Zhiyong Yang contributed equally to this work.
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can meet the high-dynamic-range (HDR) requirements.
According to Dolby Research standard, an HDR display
should exhibit a peak brightness > 4000 nits, dark
state < 0.005 nit, and at least 10 bits of gray levels. In the
meantime, micro-LED (μLED) display3,4 with high peak
brightness, true black state, and long lifetime is emerging
as a potentially disruptive technology. A fair comparison
between these three display technologies would inspire
each camp to strengthen its own advantages and improve
its shortcomings.
Liquid crystal (LC) is a nonemissive display, which
means a backlight unit is required. After over five
decades of extensive materials research, device innovations, and heavy investment in advanced manufacturing
technologies, thin-film transistor (TFT) LCDs have
reached mature stage in all aspects. Some key challenges,
such as the viewing angle, response time, and color
gamut, have been overcome. Since 2000s, TFT LCDs have
gradually displaced the bulky cathode ray tubes (CRTs)
as a dominant flat panel display technology.5–7
As an emissive display, OLED offers several unique
advantages, such as ultrathin profile, unprecedented
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contrast ratio (CR), fast material response time, and vivid
colors.8,9 After more than three decades of continuous
development in new materials, emission mechanisms,
device structures, and manufacturing technologies,
OLED's performance has also reached a mature stage
and has become a strong contender to LCDs. Moreover,
its ultrathin profile enables bendable, rollable, and foldable OLED displays.
Besides all the above-mentioned advantages of OLED
displays, μLED displays exhibit another big advantage,
which is high brightness with an ultrasmall chip. As a
result, the aperture ratio can be as small as 1%, which
means 99% of the pixel area can be covered by either
black matrix (for sunlight readable displays) or by
transparent material (for transparent displays). Currently,
commercialization of μLED displays still faces several
challenges, such as (1) high cost due to complicated
manufacturing process, including mass transfer and pixel
repair; (2) wavelength shift and external quantum efficiency (EQE) variation under different driving currents,
which increases the difficulty of addressing μLED displays
with a precise brightness control and color uniformity;
and (3) reduced efficiency as the chip size decreases,
which compromises the power consumption.10–13
In this review paper, we briefly describe the device
configurations and operation principles of these three
technologies. Next, we use following nine metrics to fairly
compare their performances: (1) high ambient CR (ACR);
(2) fast motion picture response time (MPRT) to suppress
motion image blur; (3) wide viewing angle with negligible
angular color shift; (4) wide color gamut; (5) low power
consumption, which is particularly important for batterypowered mobile displays; (6) high-resolution density,
especially for augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality
(VR) applications; (7) low cost; (8) long lifetime; and
(9) thin profile, freeform, and flexibility.

2 | DEVICE STRUCTURES
2.1 | Liquid crystal displays
Two types of backlight units, edge lit and direct lit, have
been widely used in TFT LCDs. The former offers a thin
profile, which is particularly attractive for portable displays such as smartphones and notebook computers. However, in this configuration, the image quality improvement
by adapting 2D local dimming technology is limited due to
inadequate zone number and blurred zone boundary.14,15
Recently, with the rapid development of mini-LED technology, direct-lit backlights with local dimming functions
can also be made quite thin.16–18 As a result, both
HDR and thin profile can be achieved simultaneously.
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In addition to mini-LED, which usually has thousands
of local dimming zones, dual-cell LCDs composed of two
LCD panels (subcell and main cell)19,20 have also been proposed and commercialized to achieve 2D local dimming.
The subcell can be a low-resolution (e.g., 1920  1080)
black-and-white LCD panel, whereas the main cell is a
high-resolution (e.g., 3840  2160) full-color LCD panel.
Because of double modulation layers, such a dual-cell
LCD is equivalent to a mLED with about two million local
dimming zones. As a result, high CR (>1,000,000:1) and
high bit depth (>14 bits) can be achieved by a low driving
voltage (5 V).20 Compared with mLCD, although dual cell
offers about 1000 more dimming zone number, some
issues such as thicker profile, reduced optical efficiency,
image splitting,21 and moiré effect22 remain to be tackled.
In an LCD, each pixel works as a light shutter to
control the transmittance of the backlight. Four popular
LC operation modes, depending on the molecular alignments and electrode configurations, have been developed:
(1) twisted nematic (TN) mode, 23 (2) vertical alignment
(VA) mode,24 (3) in-plane switching (IPS) mode,25 and
(4) fringe-field switching (FFS) mode.26 Multidomain VA
(MVA) mode has been widely used in large TVs due to its
high on-axis CR (CR > 5000:1) and fast response time27,28;
FFS mode has been widely adopted in mobile applications
due to its high transmittance, robustness to touch pressure,
wide viewing angle, and weak color shift.29,30 Therefore,
MVA and FFS modes are selected here as two examples
to illustrate the basic operation principles of LCDs.
Figure 1A depicts the FFS device structure. In an FFS
cell, the LC directors are initially homogenously aligned
between two substrates. The top substrate has LC alignment layer but no ITO electrode. In the bottom substrate,
pixel electrodes are formed above the common electrode.
The cell is sandwiched between two crossed linear polarizers, and the transmission axis of the bottom polarizer is
parallel to the rubbing direction of the LC director. Thus,
without any voltage (V = 0), the incident light after passing through the bottom polarizer maintains the same linear polarization when traversing the LC layer and is
absorbed by the crossed analyzer. In this way, a decent
dark state can be obtained. When the applied voltage
exceeds a threshold (Vth), because the lateral field is nonuniform in both horizontal and vertical directions, the
LC directors are reoriented into two serial TN cells with a
reversed twist.31 Thus, the incident light experiences
some phase retardation and transmits through the
crossed polarizers. It should be noted that the transmittance of the FFS cell is position dependent due to nonuniform horizontal fields. The strongest horizontal field
occurs at the pixel electrode edges, making the LC directors twist more and thus leading to a higher transmittance.32 At the centers of electrodes and gap, the
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F I G U R E 1 Schematic diagram of (A) fringe-field switching (FFS) liquid crystal display (LCD), (B) vertical alignment (VA) LCD,
(C) organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display, and (D) micro-light-emitting diode (μLED) display. The liquid crystal (LC) director
orientations are shown in the voltage-off (left) and voltage-on (right) states. ETL, electron transport layer; HTL, hole transport layer; MQW,
multiple quantum well

horizontal fields are the weakest, and the vertical fields
dominate, making the LC directors twist less and thus
leading to a lower transmittance. In an FFS LCD, both
positive and negative dielectric anisotropy (Δε) LC materials can be used.33 The negative Δε LC gives a higher
transmittance and weaker flickering34 but slower
response time because of its higher viscosity than the positive counterpart. For MVA, Figure 1B shows that the LC
with a negative Δε is aligned along the vertical direction
when V = 0, giving rise to an excellent dark state. With
V > Vth, the LC directors are gradually reoriented by the
longitudinal field so that the incident light can transmit
through the crossed analyzer.

2.2 | Organic light-emitting diodes
For an emissive display, no external light source is
required; thus, the device structure is simple. In an
OLED display,35,36 the emission layer is contained in
an optical cavity as shown in Figure 1C. The multilayer
OLED device consists of (1) a reflective anode (Ag),
(2) hole injection layer, (3) hole transport layer (HTL),
(4) emission layer, (5) electron transport layer (ETL),
(6) semitransparent cathode (Mg:Ag), and (7) an organic
capping layer. The microcavity is formed by the semitransparent top electrode and the reflective bottom electrode.37,38 In an RGB OLED, HTL and ETL have different
thicknesses to achieve different cavity resonance wavelengths, thereby improving color purity, whereas the thin
organic capping layer above the semitransparent cathode
helps to enhance the optical efficiency.39–41 In addition,

the alternating stacks thin-film encapsulation42 is used to
prevent the moisture and oxygen from deteriorating the
organic material. Based on the emission mechanisms,
three major types of OLED devices have been demonstrated: (1) fluorescent OLED, (2) phosphorescent OLED,
and (3) thermally activated delayed fluorescent OLED
(TADF-OLED).2,43–46 Each device has its own advantages
and disadvantages. In terms of emission efficiency, the
internal quantum efficiency (IQE) of fluorescent OLED is
initially limited to 25% and is further increased to 62.5%
through triplet–triplet annihilation (TTF-OLED). For a
phosphorescent OLED, its IQE can reach 100%; however,
a heavy metal is required to incorporate with organic
emitter, resulting in an increased cost. For TADF-OLED,
after removing the heavy metal atoms, its IQE can still
maintain 100%. Thus, the molecular design has greater
flexibility. In addition to efficiency, lifetime is another
key factor for OLED devices. The multiquasiparticle
interaction caused by the long exciton lifetime in TADFOLED and phosphorescent OLED decreases their operation time, especially for blue OLEDs.47,48 Therefore, for
active-matrix OLED (AMOLED) applications, red and
green phosphorescent emitters are the main choices
because of their high IQE and long lifetime, whereas
TTF-OLED is mostly used for blue emitters due to its
longer lifetime than the blue phosphorescent OLED.49

2.3 | Micro-LEDs
In μLED displays, red LEDs are usually produced by growing AlGaInP epitaxial layers on a GaAs substrate, whereas
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green and blue LEDs are fabricated from the GaN-based
multiple quantum well (MQW) LED structure grown on a
sapphire substrate. The device structure of conventional
flip-chip μLED chip is shown in Figure 1D. For a display
panel size > 2 in., the μLED are divided into millions of
individual chips. After that, the “pick and place” process
through elastomer stamping, electrostatic/electromagnetic transfer, laser assisted transfer, or fluid self-assembly
is implemented to transfer individual μLED chip to the
display substrate.50–54 However, until now, the transfer
yield and defect management are still challenging.
For small-size (<2 in.) display applications, two
methods have been proposed to assemble the backplane
driver circuitry and LED array: flip-chip bonding and
wafer bonding.55–58 For flip-chip bonding, the μLED is
fabricated on the LED substrate, and the metal bonding
ball is prepared on the complementary metal-oxidesemiconductor (CMOS) substrate. After that, two wafers
are aligned and bonded by thermal-compression method.
However, the pixel size is limited to around 10 μm in this
method. For wafer-bonding style, the LED epi is firstly
bonded to the silicon driver. Then, the μLED is directly
fabricated on the CMOS wafer. Therefore, the alignment
is not required during the bonding process. The pixel size
can be reduced to less than 5 μm.

3 | P E R F O R M A N C E M ETR IC S
In the following sections, we discuss the abovementioned nine performance metrics for LCD, mLCD,
OLED, and μLED displays.

3.1 | Ambient contrast ratio
HDR usually refers to a display with peak
brightness > 1000 nits, black state < 0.005 nits, and over
10-bit gray levels.59 However, a display is rarely used at
completely dark ambient, so here, we focus on a more
realistic ACR. The CR of an emissive display such as
OLED and μLED can exceed 106:1 in a dark room, but in
practical applications, the effective CR is substantially
affected by the ambient light and surface reflectivity of
the display panel. The ACR is defined as60,61
ACR ¼

Lon þ Lam  RL
,
Loff þ Lam  RL

ð1Þ

where Lon (Loff ≈ 0) represents the on (off)-state luminance of the display, Lam is the ambient luminance, and
RL is the luminous ambient reflectance of the display
panel.

To determine the ACR of a display, the brightness
and ambient reflectance of the display panel is measured
and simulated. As the ambient light impinges on the display panel, there will be some reflection from the front
surface (R1). The transmitted light may further be
reflected by the components in the display panel (R2).
For LCDs, the ambient light is mainly reflected by the
front glass or protective layer, whereas the transmitted
light is mostly absorbed by the crossed polarizers. Thus,
we can neglect R2 in our analysis. For OLED displays,
the front surface reflection R1 still exists. In addition, the
metal electrodes in the OLED devices cause a strong
reflection (R2). As a result, a broadband circular polarizer
composed of a linear polarizer and a half-wave plate and
a quarter-wave plate is commonly used to minimize the
ambient reflection.62 Such a broadband circular polarizer
works well at normal direction. As the viewing angle
increases, light leakage gradually increases, leading to a
degraded CR. The influence of light leakage from circular
polarizer on ACR has been analyzed previously.63
Although the circular polarizer can significantly suppress
the ambient reflection from metal electrodes, it not only
absorbs nearly 50% of the emitted light but also limits the
flexibility of the OLED panel. Several approaches have
been proposed to reduce the ambient reflection of OLED
panels, such as black cathodes, destructive interference
microcavity, and well-designed black matrix.64–68 However, the trade-off between high optical efficiency and
low ambient reflectance remains.
For μLED displays, the bottom metal electrodes also
have a high reflectance. In addition, in comparison with
GaN-based green and blue LEDs, the AlGaInP-based red
LEDs have a stronger absorption in the green and blue
spectral regions, which results in a lower ambient reflectance. The simulated reflection spectrum from RGB LED
chips illuminated by D-65 white light source is plotted in
Figure 2. It is noteworthy that the relatively low reflectance of GaN-based LED in the blue spectral range is
mainly due to the absorption from Au-based electrode.
The average luminous ambient reflectance of GaN-based
LED and AlGaInP-based red LED is about 67% and 30%,
respectively.
However, the aperture ratio of a μLED display is usually small. Thus, only a fraction of the ambient light will
be reflected by the LED, and the rest is absorbed by the
area covered with black matrix. From Equation 1, a display with high peak brightness and low ambient reflectance would exhibit a high ACR. Here, we take some
large-size TVs as examples. It is worth noting that a largesize μLED TV is usually tiled by several small-size μLED
modules. Under a typical 50% average picture level (APL),
the peak brightness of Vizio 65-in. LCD TV (P-Series
Quantum X, 2020) is 991 nits, LG 65-in. OLED TV is
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302 nits (CX, 2020), and μLED display is 2333 nits.69,70
Here, the APL represents the percentage of the display
that is lit up compared with a full white display. The peak
brightness of the display depends on the APL of the displayed image. For example, when APL = 10%, the peak
brightness of the LG OLED display, Vizio LCD, and μLED
display increases to 813, 2043, and 2777 nits, respectively.
Under a checker-board pattern, the LCD's CR is
5,078:1, and when the local dimming function is enabled
(200 local dimming zones in the 65-in. TV), the CR
increases to 14,345:1. If the number of local dimming
zone increases, such an mLCD's CR can also be improved
dramatically (e.g., 106:1). The CR of the OLED and μLED
displays we studied here is set at 106:1. The calculated
ACR at normal viewing angle as a function of different
ambient lighting conditions for three display technologies
is illustrated in Figure 3. For a fair comparison, the same
antireflection coating (R1 = 1.5%) is applied to all the display panels. In addition, as mentioned above, the R2 of
the LCD is negligible. For OLED displays, the light
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leakage from the circular polarizer (CP) increases as the
viewing angle increases,63 but at normal viewing angle, it
is also negligible. Regarding to μLED displays, the ambient reflection also consists of two parts: R1 and R2. Here,
R2 is mainly from the ambient light passing through the
aperture, which in turn is reflected by the μLED chips.
The ambient reflection of the RGB μLED chips are shown
in Figure 2. In Figure 3, the aperture ratio of the μLED
display is assumed to be 1%.
As Figure 3 depicts, ACR decreases sharply and then
gradually saturates as the ambient light brightness
increases. Under all ambient lighting conditions, the
μLED display with a high peak brightness and high
intrinsic CR keeps the highest ACR. Unlike μLED display, the ACR of OLED decreases dramatically as the
ambient light increases mainly due to its limited peak
brightness. From Figure 3A, the crossover point for
OLED and LCD occurs at around 20 lux. Below 20 lux,
OLED shows a much higher ACR than LCD, but the situation is reversed as the ambient illuminance exceeds
20 lux. This is because the dark level (signal) of the display panel is washed out by the surface reflection (noise)
of the ambient light. The ACR comparison between displays under APL = 10% is also plotted in Figure 3B. If we
consider a 10% APL, then the crossover point increases to
60 lux. A typical family room lighting is about 100 lux,
and an office lighting is about 300–500 lux.

3.2 | Motion picture response time

F I G U R E 2 The intensity spectra of D-65 ambient light and the
reflected ambient light spectra by AlGaInP-based light-emitting
diode (LED) and InGaN-based LED

Even the response time of an LCD (ms) is much slower
than that of OLED (μs) and LED displays (ns), we should
not conclude that LCD will suffer more severe motion
blurs than the other two emissive displays. This is
because, unlike impulse-type CRT displays, in a holdtype display (active-matrix LCD, OLED, and μLED), the
visual perception of a moving object depends not only on
the pixel response time but also on the TFT frame rate (f )
and duty ratio. Thus, MPRT is a more representative way

F I G U R E 3 Calculated normal
angle ambient contrast ratio (ACR) as a
function of different ambient light
conditions for liquid crystal display
(LCD) (Vizio), mini-light-emitting diode
(LED) backlit LCD (mLCD) (Vizio with
200 dimming zones), micro-LED
(μLED) (1% aperture ratio), and organic
light-emitting diode (OLED) (LG CX)
TVs at (A) average picture level (APL)
= 50% and (B) APL = 10%. Panel
surface reflection (R1) is 1.5%
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to describe the image blurs. The widely accepted MPRT
is jointly determined by the pixel response time (τ) and
frame time (Tf = 1/f) as71–75
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

2
MPRT ¼ τ2 þ 0:8T f :

ð2Þ

A high frame rate helps reduce the MPRT of a display
panel, thereby suppressing motion blurs. However, a high
frame rate decreases the pixel addressing time and
increases the burden on the driving circuit design, especially for high-resolution displays, and the benefit of
increasing frame rate gradually saturates. On the other
hand, at a specific frame rate, say 120 Hz, reducing the
pixel response time will cause the MPRT to first decrease
linearly and then gradually saturate onto 0.8  Tf. For
OLED and μLED displays, their intrinsic fast response
time (approximately a few microseconds for OLED and
nanoseconds for LED) helps to achieve MPRT ≈ 0.8  Tf.
However, for an LCD, to make its MPRT in the saturation
region, the LC response time should be less than 2 ms.
Such a fast response time can be achieved by using a thin
cell gap, low viscosity LC material, or the overdrive
method.76–78
Here, we take a display with 120-Hz frame rate as an
example to compare the MPRT of the three display technologies. If the LC response time is faster than 2 ms, the
MPRT of the TFT LCD is almost the same as that of
OLED and μLED displays. Chen et al.75 also verified that
the MPRT of a VA LC cell with an average gray-to-gray
response time of 1.29 ms is 6.88 ms, which is comparable
with the MPRT of OLED displays (6.66 ms). Even if we
increase the frame rate to 240 Hz, from Equation 2, the
limiting MPRT is still 3.33 ms, which is still much longer
than that of CRT, which is 1.5 ms.
To achieve a CRT-like MPRT (1.5 ms) for gamming
monitors and low latency near-eye displays, low duty ratio
(the ratio of emission time to frame time) plays a key role
for further suppressing the motion image blurs. When
duty ratio is considered, MPRT can be expressed as74
MPRT ≈ 0:8  T f  DR,

In LCDs, scanning and blinking backlight is commonly adopted to produce a low duty ratio.79,80 As the
duty ratio decreases, the MPRT is less sensitive to the LC
response time. The maximum allowable LC response
time TLC, max is determined by the frame time, gate scan
time (Tg), and backlight emission time as follows:
T LC,max ¼ T f  T g  T f  DR:

ð4Þ

According to Equations 3 and 4, MPRT decreases
almost linearly, and TLC, max increases linearly as the
duty ratio decreases, as Figure 4 depicts. To leave more
time for the LC to respond at a higher frame rate such as
120 Hz, a lower duty ratio should be applied, but the
effective transmittance (or display brightness) would be
compromised. In order to further clarify the relation
between frame rate, LC response time, and duty ratio
(effective transmittance), we depict the maximum allowable LC response time and duty ratio as a function of
frame rate to achieve 1.5-ms MPRT in Figure 5. A higher
frame rate can support a larger duty ratio for achieving a
higher effective transmittance; however, a faster LC
response time and shorter charging time are required. In
other words, a faster LC response time and TFT scan
time help to improve the effective transmittance under
the same MPRT. Recently, AUO, iBoson, and JDI have
demonstrated fast response LCs for high-resolution VR
applications.81,82 The slowest gray-to-gray response time
is below 3 ms, and MPRT is 0.9 ms at 90-Hz frame rate,
as reported by AUO and iBoson. In parallel, JDI developed a one-side branch structure to realize a fast response
time of 2.2 ms for VR displays. To enable a much higher

ð3Þ

where DR is the duty ratio of the display. Let us go back
to the 120-Hz display again, where the limiting MPRT
(0.8Tf) is 6.66 ms. From Equation 3, to obtain
MPRT = 1.5 ms, the duty ratio should be kept below
22.5%. Although low duty ratio helps to suppress image
blurs, it reduces the display brightness proportionally. To
obtain the same brightness, the LED backlight (for LCD)
or OLED pixel driving current should be increased. As a
result, some trade-offs, such as drooping effect and lifetime, could be compromised.

F I G U R E 4 Calculated maximum allowable liquid crystal
(LC) response time and the corresponding motion picture response
time (MPRT) as a function of duty ratio. The gate scan time is
assumed to be 5 ms. The black dashed lines represent a cathode ray
tube (CRT)-like MPRT = 1.5 ms
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F I G U R E 5 Calculated maximum allowable liquid crystal
(LC) response time and duty ratio as a function of frame rate to
achieve 1.5-ms motion picture response time (MPRT). The gate
scan time is assumed to be 5 ms during 60–120 Hz, 3 ms during
120–170 Hz, and 1 ms during 170–240 Hz

frame rate than 120 Hz, the TFT scan time must be further reduced to leave enough time for backlight emission
and for the LC to respond. Recently, many efforts are
devoted to reducing the charging time.83,84 It should be
mentioned that in Figure 5 when the frame rate is in
170–240 Hz, the scan time is assumed to be 1 ms so that
TLC, max remains in the 1–3 ms range. However, it is challenging to obtain such a short scan time. A higher frame
rate enables a larger duty ratio to achieve the same
MPRT, but the electronic power consumption increases.
Analogous to CRT, impulse driving can be applied to
LED and OLED devices as well. The major drawback of a
low duty ratio is its compromised brightness. For example, if DR = 25%, then the display brightness would drop
by 4. To obtain the same brightness, the driving current
for the μLED, OLED, and mLED backlight should
increase by 4, assuming the operation is in the linear
region. However, a too high driving current in mLCD
backlight may cause a severe current-resistance drop,
which in turn leads to increased power consumption and
nonuniform brightness.85 In OLED devices, the efficiency
roll-off and lifetime degradation issues in the high current region should be considered.86 In μLED displays, the
EQE is related to the driving current density. Therefore,
designing a duty ratio that allows driving in the peak efficiency region is critical.87,88

3.3 | Viewing angle
Wide viewing angle is a key requirement for
multiviewers display such as TVs and public information
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displays. For these applications, the viewers may watch
the display from different angles. In addition, for a
palm-size smartphone, the user may flip from portrait to
landscape mode so that wide viewing angle is also
required. However, three important factors should be
considered for a wide-view display: decreased CR
(e.g., LCDs), angular color shift (all display technologies), and decreased luminance intensity. For LCDs, the
gray level of each subpixel is determined by the voltagedependent LC director reorientation, which modulates
the backlight transmittance. When the incident light traverses the birefringent LC layer at different angles, the
accumulated phase retardation varies, leading to a different transmittance. For this reason, the voltagedependent transmittance varies at different viewing
directions, giving rise to gamma-curve distortion and
color shift.89,90 The off-axis light leakage from the
crossed polarizers worsens the black state, leading to a
degraded CR. The off-axis light leakage from the LC
depends on the initial LC alignment, for example, it is
more severe for VA than for homogeneous alignment.
To increase CR and suppress color shift, creating multiple domains and laminating phase compensation films
are commonly practiced. For a single-domain TN LCD,
Fujifilm has developed a wide-view compensation film
to widen its viewing angle.91 In a VA LCD, multiple
domains and compensation films are required for
achieving wide view. To create multiple domains, each
pixel is divided into several subpixels via patterned electrodes92 or physical protrusions.93 Four-domain, eightdomain,94 and 12-domain95 VA configurations have been
proposed to reduce gamma shift and color washout at
large angles. For compensation films, a combination of
two A plates and two C plates96 or a combination of one
A plate and one C plate has been proposed to reduce the
off-axis light leakage from the VA LC and crossed polarizers. In IPS and FFS modes, the LC directors are aligned
homogeneously; thus, with multidomain and phase compensation, a very wide viewing angle and indistinguishable color shift can be achieved. Four-domain LC
alignment in the voltage-on state can be provided by zigzag electrodes. Positive A and negative A plates or a pair
of positive A and C plates have been employed to suppress the off-axis light leakage from crossed polarizers.
To compare the viewing angle of MVA and FFS modes,
we simulate their viewing angle with Techwiz LCD 3D.
In both modes, Merck negative LC mixture MLC-6608 is
used, and zigzag electrodes are employed to realize fourdomain LC alignment in the voltage-on state. The
physical properties of MLC-6608 are listed as follows:
Δε = 4.2 at 1 kHz, K11 = 16.7 pN, K22 = 7.0 pN,
γ 1 = 186 mPas, and Δn = 0.083 at λ = 550 nm. The
device parameters used in MVA simulation are as
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follows: cell gap d = 4 μm, the width of the chevronshaped slit is w = 6 μm, electrode gap g = 18 μm, and
pretilt angle is 90 . The bending angle is 45 , and the
compensation films are employed to widen the viewing
angle.97 For the FFS mode, the device parameters used
in simulation are as follows: cell gap d = 4 μm, electrode
width is w = 3 μm, electrode gap g = 4.5 μm, bending
angle = 10 , and pretilt angle = 2 . The simulation
results in Figure 6 show that the CR of an LCD
decreases as the viewing angle increases, and the
FFS mode has a wider viewing angle than the MVA
mode owing to its in-plane reorientations of the LC
directors.
In an emissive display, the CR does not change
according to different viewing angles. However, the angular color shift is still an issue. In an OLED display, two
factors are responsible for the angular color shift:
microcavity effect and unmatched RGB radiation
patterns. As mentioned above, the microcavity is used in
OLED devices to boost color purity and optical efficiency.
However, as the viewing angle increases, the emission
spectrum shifts toward a shorter wavelength due to
reduced effective cavity length. Moreover, if the RGB subpixels have unmatched radiation patterns, the RGB light
ratio for a mixed color will change, depending on the
viewing angle. As a result, a noticeable color shift could
occur. The color shift of an OLED display can be mitigated by applying scattering medium inside the cavity,
increasing the transmittance of top electrode, optimizing
the cavity length of an OLED device structure.98–102 However, the trade-off in complicated fabrication process,

F I G U R E 6 Simulated contrast ratio versus viewing angle along
the horizontal direction for multidomain vertical alignment (MVA)
and fringe-field switching (FFS) liquid crystal displays (LCDs) with
four domains
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pixel crosstalk, decreased color purity, and EQE drop
should be considered.103–105
In μLED displays, the cavity effect is weak, so the
central wavelength of RGB subpixels basically remains
unchanged regardless of viewing angle.106 However, a
small LED chip size would lead to a nonnegligible sidewall emission,107–109 and the refractive index difference
between red LED and green and blue LEDs results in
unmatched RGB radiation patterns. To reduce the
unmatched angular radiation patterns between RGB
μLEDs, a specially designed black matrix, LED taper
angle, and optical structure have been proposed,106,109,110
but the trade-off in light extraction efficiency should be
considered.
To quantitatively evaluate the viewing angle performance for LCD, OLED, and μLED, iPhone 11 (LCD
screen), iPhone 11 Pro Max (OLED screen), and μLED
reported by Sony110 are selected for comparison. For
iPhone 11 and iPhone 11 Pro Max, the color shift is calculated from measured spectrum at different angles, and
the luminous intensity is measured by the RiGO801
Goniophotometer (TechnoTeam Vision). For μLED, the
color shift of white light is calculated according to
the angular intensity distribution for three RGB primaries, and the luminous intensity for white light is close
to Lambertian distribution. Figure 7A shows that iPhone
11 Pro Max (OLED display) has the largest angular color
shift at 60 due to the blue shift effect of the microcavity.
For the μLED display, its luminous intensity for the red
primary and blue primary has the biggest mismatch at
60 , leading to a dramatically increased color shift. In the
FFS LCD, the voltage-dependent transmittance for
the RGB primaries varies with viewing angle, giving rise
to the color shift shown in Figure 7A. It should be mentioned that if Δu0 v0 < 0.02, the color shift remains indistinguishable by human eye. The angular distribution for
LCD, OLED, and μLED can be tailored according to a
specific application. For example, a wide angular distribution is desired for TV applications due to multiple
observers; however, it can be narrowed down to increase
the on-axis luminance for mobile devices. Functional
optical films such as brightness enhancement films can
be employed in the LCD backlight system to control the
angular distributions. Microcavities and nanostructures
can be applied to tailor the angular distributions of an
OLED display.102 Finally, optical structures such as
shaped sidewalls and microlens arrays are used to tailor
the angular distributions of a μLED display, for example,
InfiniLED reported parabolic reflective sidewalls for collimating the light emitted from μLEDs.111 Figure 7B
depicts the angular distributions of three commercial
products we evaluated: iPhone 11 (LCD screen), iPhone
11 Pro Max (OLED screen), and μLED.110
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F I G U R E 7 (A) Color shift for white
light versus viewing angle in the
horizontal direction. (B) Normalized
luminous intensity for white light
versus viewing angle along horizontal
direction. The color shift and angular
distribution of fringe-field switching
(FFS) liquid crystal display (LCD) and
organic light-emitting diode (OLED)
display are measured from iPhone
11 and iPhone 11 Pro Max, respectively.
For the micro-light-emitting diode
(μLED) display, results are replotted
from Biwa et al.110

3.4 | Color gamut
Vivid color is another desirable requirement for display
devices. Before comparing the color performance of these
three display technologies, let us first discuss the relation
between color gamut and luminous efficacy of radiation
(LER).112 LER is a metric for evaluating the conversion of
the emitted display radiation flux into the luminous flux
perception of human eye. It is defined as
Ð
683  Pdisplay ðλÞV ðλÞdλ
Ð
,
LER ¼
Pdisplay ðλÞdλ

ð5Þ

where V(λ) is the human eye sensitivity function. The
maximum value of LER is 683 lm/W for a monochromatic light source at λ = 555 nm. According to the
human eye sensitivity function, as the wavelength of light
moves away from 555 nm, the luminance efficiency will
decrease. Thus, although a deeper red or blue color helps
widen the color gamut, it also lowers the overall luminance efficiency. Therefore, the subtle trade-off between
LER and color gamut should be taken into consideration.
By varying the central wavelength and full width at
half maximum (FWHM) of RGB spectra, all optimized
solutions are located on the Pareto front, shown in
Figure 8. Generally, there is an obvious trade-off between
LER and color gamut: as the color gamut increases, LER
declines. The details depend on the FWHM. At a given
color gamut, say 80% Rec.2020, narrowing the FWHM
from 50 to 10 nm helps to increase LER, but the gain
gradually saturates. Although wider color gamut results
in a lower LER, according to the Helmholtz–Kohlrausch
(HK) effect,113 the perceived image is brighter for the display with a wider color gamut (more saturated color).
Based on the display quality score,114 the display quality
is affected by both luminance and color area. A wider
color gamut display can achieve the same image quality

F I G U R E 8 Pareto front defined in International Commission
on Illumination (CIE) 1931 with different full width at half
maximum (FWHM) light sources

with a lower luminance.115 Thus, a delicate balance
between color gamut and efficiency should be carefully
considered in practical applications.
For LCDs, the color conversion materials have been
improved from yellow YAG phosphor, two-color
phosphors (green: β-sialon: Eu2+ phosphor; red: KSF
phosphor), to quantum dots (QDs) or perovskites.116 The
corresponding color gamut is expanded from 50%,
70%, to 90% Rec.2020. In an LCD, the blue LEDconverted white light is further filtered by the RGB color
filters to generate three primary colors. However, because
the RGB transmission bands of the pigment-based color
filters are relatively broad and do not completely match
the emission spectra from the LCD backlight, crosstalk is
appreciable especially in the blue-green and orangeyellow regions. A narrow band color filter helps to reduce
the crosstalk and increase the color gamut to about 90%
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Rec.2020, but its larger absorption reduces the optical
efficiency.117
Both OLED and μLED are emissive displays. Their
color gamut mainly depends on the emission spectrum of
the RGB emitters. Among OLED displays, deep blue fluorescent and deep red phosphorescent OLEDs have
recently been released. As a result, their color gamut can
also achieve over 90% Rec.2020.115,118 In a μLED display,
the emission spectrum is mainly defined by the band
structure of MQWs. The FWHM of red and blue emission
spectra is usually below 20 nm, but the green is broader,
as Figure 4C depicts. Green LEDs also suffer from efficiency lag, which is commonly known as “green gap.”119
Moreover, the color performance of an LED display is
affected by the center wavelength shift under different
driving currents.120 Generally, as the driving current
increases, the central wavelength of the LED will blueshift due to the quantum-confined Stark effect and then
redshift due to an increased junction temperature. To
solve the wavelength shifting problem in an μLED display, the pulse width modulation (PWM)121 driving
method that drives with a fixed current and modulates
the grayscale by the LED emission time is commonly
adopted. However, it is challenging for PWM to achieve a
short emission time in low gray levels, especially at
a high frame rate. Therefore, a hybrid (digital and analog)
driving method for μLED displays has also been
proposed.122
By adding color conversion materials such as QDs or
perovskite on top of the emission source (blue OLED or
μLED), full colors can also be achieved. According to the
emission spectrum of the color conversion material with
an ultranarrow FWHM, a color gamut greater than 95%
Rec.2020 can be achieved in theory.123–126 However,
some key issues remain to be solved, for example, blue
light leakage would reduce the color purity of the display,
the power conversion efficiency of the color conversion
layer, and the ambient light excitation of the color conversion layer placed at top of the display panel.127–129
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When comparing different display technologies, three
typical light source spectra for QD-LCD, OLED, and
μLED are plotted in Figure 9.117,130,131 Figure 10 shows
their color gamut in Rec.2020 color space. For the QDLCD with commercial color filters, its color gamut is
84% Rec.2020, which is limited by the crosstalk of the
color filters. For the RGB μLED display, because of
the relatively broad green μLED spectrum (40 nm), the

F I G U R E 1 0 Chromaticity (x, y) of liquid crystal display (LCD),
micro-light-emitting diode (μLED), and organic light-emitting
diode (OLED) displays in comparison with Rec.2020 in
International Commission on Illumination (CIE) 1931 color space

F I G U R E 9 (A) Quantum dot liquid crystal display (QD-LCD), (B) organic light-emitting diode (OLED), and (C) micro-light-emitting
diode (μLED) light source spectra
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green point deviates noticeably in Rec.2020 color space so
that its color gamut is also 80%. Finally, the RGB OLED
display with optimized cavity effects can achieve 90%
Rec.2020 in International Commission on Illumination
(CIE) 1931.
In addition, because color space is three dimensional,
the CIELAB standard, which has good homogeneity in
the color space, is recommended by CIE to present the
color performance of display devices. Therefore, we also
calculate the Rec.2020 volume-coverage ratio in color
appearance model CIELAB, as shown in Figure 11. The
calculated volume-coverage ratio is also noted.
The above display performance is obtained in a laboratory environment, but in commercial products, more
issues need to be considered. For example, in mobile
devices, QD enhancement film (QDEF) is not used
because of its increased thickness. Therefore, phosphorbased white LEDs are still the mainstream approach for
the backlight source. Here, we summarize the color performance comparison of two commercial mobile devices:
RGB OLED in iPhone 11 Pro Max and LCD (KSF white
LED backlight) in iPhone 11, their color gamut coverage
is about 97% DCI-P3 (74% Rec.2020) and 96% DCI-P3
(70% Rec.2020) in the CIE 1931 color space. In iPhone
12, the color gamut of OLED panel is almost the same as
that of iPhone 11 Pro Max. In mobile displays, the DCIP3 color standard usually supports most image contents.
Therefore, further widening the color gamut is not their
top priority.
For nonportable display applications such as monitors and TVs, even if QDEF can be applied, the European
Union has passed Restriction of Hazardous Substances
(RoHS) to limit the maximum cadmium concentration to
100 ppm in electrical and electronic equipment. Since
2015, Samsung has greatly improved the optical performance of InP-based QD materials that comply with RoHS
regulations. Recently, they have increased the color coverage of InP-based QDEF LCD panels to 71.2% Rec.2020
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in the CIE 1931 color space.132 Compared with the
cadmium-based QDEF that can cover more than 80%
Rec.2020 in the 1931 color space, there is still room for
improvement.

3.5 | ACR-based power
consumption model
Low power consumption is highly desirable because limited battery capacity governs the operation time of the
mobile display devices. Although TVs and monitors are
powered by the wall plugs, low power consumption helps
to save the ecosystem. For a long time, the power efficiency of the display panel has been merely determined
by the optical efficiency (EQE or wall-plug efficiency) of
the emission source (LED/OLED) and the transmittance
of the display panel. However, in these power consumption models, the influence of ambient reflectance is not
taken into consideration.133 Especially, when the ambient
light is strong, the reflected ambient light could washout
the displayed image. Under such condition, boosting display brightness is a viable solution. Recently, a power
consumption model based on ACR has been proposed.134
The power consumption of displays is compared under
the same ACR. Based on Equation 1, the on-axis display
brightness for providing the targeted ACR under different
ambient light level can be described by
Lon ¼ ACR  Loff þ ðACR  1Þ  Lambient  R,

ð6Þ

where Lon (Loff ≈ 0 for emissive display) represents the on
(off)-state luminance of the display, Lambient is
the ambient luminance, and R is the ambient light reflectance depending on the display technologies. Here, white
image with color coordinate CIEx = 0.312, CIEy = 0.329
is used as standard to compare the power consumption of
various display technologies. The corresponding

F I G U R E 1 1 Color gamut comparison in Rec.2020 for (A) light-emitting diode (LED), (B) quantum dot liquid crystal display (QD-LCD),
and (C) organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display in CIELAB. The gray color gamut is Rec.2020, and the solid color gamut is the target
display
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brightness of three RGB primary colors is determined by
color mixing principle. Then, the total luminous flux
from the emission source can be calculated by
2ðπ
ðα
ΦRGB ¼ LRGB dϕ f RGB ðθÞsin θdθ  Ap =T sys ,
0

ð7Þ

0

where Φ is the luminous flux, L is the on-axis brightness,
α is half of the viewing angle, f(θ) is the angular distribution, Ap is the pixel size, and Tsys is the transmittance of
the display system.
In addition, based on the luminance efficacy (K),
average photon energy (hv), and EQE of the emission
devices, the power efficiency (lm/W) can be derived as
ηRGB ¼

EQE RGB  K RGB  hνRGB
,
q  V RGB

ð8Þ

where V is the driving voltage and q is the elementary
charge. From Equations 7 and 8, the display power consumption is the ratio of total display luminous flux to the
power efficiency.
Overall, due to the nonradiative recombination at
the etched sidewalls, the peak EQE decreases as the
μLED chip size decreases. As discussed in previous
studies,135–137 the phenomenon is more pronounced as
the chip size is less than 100 μm. In addition, because the
surface recombination velocity of AlGaInP is higher than
that of InGaN, the efficiency drop of red μLED is more
serious than the blue and green ones as the chip size
decreases.138 The peak EQE of RGB LEDs as a function of
chip size is plotted in Figure 12A.139,140
Based on Equation 8, a larger LED chip size with
higher EQE is helpful to enhance the power efficiency.
However, as discussed above, the larger LED chip size
results in a stronger ambient luminous reflectance so that
a higher luminance is required to maintain the same
ACR. Based on the trade-off between display ambient
reflectance and power efficiency, the optimal LED chip

F I G U R E 1 2 (A) Chip size
dependent peak external quantum
efficiency (EQE) of red, green, and blue
(RGB) micro-light-emitting diodes
(μLEDs). (B) Normalized power
efficiency fitting function (orange line),
normalized luminous flux (blue line),
and normalized power consumption
function (yellow line)

size with minimum power consumption can be found.
Here, three kinds of display applications under specific
ambient condition are analyzed: (1) smartphone (PPI
[pixel per inch] = 460) under 2000-lux overcast daylight
for ACR = 30:1, (2) laptop (PPI = 280) under 450-lux
office light for ACR = 120, and (3) TV (PPI = 68) under
200-lux living room light for ACR = 800. Let us firstly
focus on the TV applications. From Equations 6 and 7,
the total luminous flux of display as function of LED chip
size is defined as Φ(x) and plotted by blue color in
Figure 12B. As the LED chip size increases, the higher
ambient reflectance demands a higher luminous flux to
keep the same ACR. On the other hand, from Equation 8,
the power efficiency as a function of LED chip size is
defined as P(x) and plotted by orange color in Figure 12B.
The larger LED chip size brings out higher EQE and
power efficiency. Then, the optimal LED chip size with
minimum power consumption can be found when the
ratio of Φ(x) over P(x) has a minimum, as plotted in yellow color in Figure 12B. Compared with the 100- and
5-μm chip sizes, the optimal LED chip size (16 μm) can
save 40% and 32% power consumption, respectively.
These results manifest the advantage of using optimized
LED chip size. Following the same analysis process, we
find the optimal LED chip size for smartphone is 6 μm
and for laptop is 8 μm.
In addition, because the RGB LEDs have different
power efficiency declining rate, ambient reflectance, and
the color mixing ratio, these varieties provide the flexibility to further reduce overall power consumption by applying RGB LED with nonuniform chip sizes. By lifting the
restrictions on μLED chip sizes, a systematic optimization
is conducted to achieve the lowest power consumption.
The optimal chip size in RGB subpixels is (10, 5, 5) μm
for the smartphone, (14, 7, 5) μm for the laptop, and
(26, 13, 8) μm for the TV studied. The power saving
between two μLED displays with different chip sizes and
with uniform chip size in DCI-P3 color space is plotted in
Figure 13. Overall, the power saving covers over 90% of
DCI-P3 color space. It is worth noting that the power
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F I G U R E 1 3 The power saving (unit: %) between red, green,
and blue (RGB) micro-light-emitting diode (μLED) displays with
different chip sizes and uniform chip size

saving is image dependent and the maximum power saving (>20%) occurs at red color. In addition, for the standard white image D-65, the power saving is about 15%.
The power efficiency of an OLED, which is governed
by the IQE and light extraction efficiency (LEE) of the
OLED device, has been significantly improved in the past
few years. As mentioned above, the IQE of secondgeneration OLED materials with phosphorescent emitters
have already reached 100%, so extensive research efforts
are devoted to increasing the light extraction efficiency of
the OLEDs. Normally, only 20% of the emitting light can
be extracted out. Other emitting light is either guided in
substrate, OLED layers, or lost by the surface plasmons in
the organic/metal surface. Microlens arrays, high index
substrates, and embedded photonic nanostructures can
help extract light from OLED devices.141–145 However,
because of complicated manufacture processes, image
blur, and haze, these light extraction techniques have not
been practiced.146–148 Recently, 3D pixel configuration of
OLED with simulated LEE of 80% has been proposed.
The sidewall reflector in the filler redirects the total internal reflection (TIR) rays to out-coupling through one or
multiple reflections.148
For LCDs, the polarizer absorbed 50% of the backlight. To enhance optical efficiency, a dual brightness
enhancement film is commonly embedded to recycle
the mismatched polarization and boost the efficiency by
60%.149
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Generally, self-emissive displays (OLED and μLED)
should be more efficient than LCDs when displaying
dark images because most pixels are turned off. However,
the local dimming method significantly improves the
power efficiency of mLCD in low APL images.150 Next,
let us discuss the power efficiency of OLED and μLED
displays. First, the phosphorescence green and red
OLEDs have 100% efficiency and blue OLED has 62.5%.
However, OLED panels require a circular polarizer to
keep a high ACR. Such a circular polarizer not only
absorbs 50% of the emitted OLED light but also
increases the panel thickness, which reduces the panel's
flexibility. In addition, as discussed above, most optical
structures that enhance the LEE of OLED panels introduce side effects and thus are not yet implemented in
commercial products. On the other hand, a μLED display
with small aperture ratio (1%) does not require a circular polarizer. However, until now, the EQE of GaN
μLEDs is mostly limited to 10% to 30%,151,152 which is
much lower than the target EQE (80%) for LED lighting.
As all technologies continue to advance, the competition
results on power consumption will undoubtedly keep
changing over time.

3.6 | Resolution density
The required display resolution depends on the viewing
distance and field of view. So far, in most display applications, such as TVs and desktop monitors, the resolution
is adequate due to the relatively long viewing distance.
However, in AR/VR displays, the viewing distance is
short. To avoid the screen-door effect, a resolution density over 2000 PPI is required. In addition, the light field
display that usually loses half of the resolution for generating 3D images requires a high-resolution display. The
resolution density of an LCD is determined by the TFT
and driving circuit arrangement. In 2017, by new pixel
design (staggered octagon) and small-size TFT, Samsung
demonstrated an LCD with 2250 PPI.153 Besides, field
sequential color is an elegant approach to triple the resolution density of an LCD. However, the frame rate should
exceed 360 Hz to mitigate the color breakup.154–156 The
pixel density of an RGB OLED display is restricted by
the shadowing effect when depositing the material
through a fine metal mask. Therefore, a well-defined
color filter array is widely applied to white OLED emitter
to achieve a PPI over 3000.157 To avoid the absorption
loss from color filters, eMagin proposed a novel direct
patterning approach and demonstrated an RGB OLED
with 2645 PPI. By removing the color filters, both maximum brightness and power efficiency can be
improved.158 Recently, an OLED microdisplay with more
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than 10,000 PPI has been proposed,159 the spatially distributed metasurfaces with different reflection phase is
designed in the microcavity to tune the cavity resonances
in RGB subpixels. In parallel, μLED microdisplays with
PPI > 5000 have also been developed.160,161 In comparison with OLED, μLED has advantages in high peak luminance162 and long lifetime. Thus, it is more suitable for
AR applications. However, how to achieve full color is
still a bottleneck.

3.7 | Cost
Cost is often a decisive factor for consumers to purchase a
display product. Active-matrix LCDs have been developed since 1980s. Nowadays, the cost of LCDs is reasonably affordable. However, if the mini-LED backlight is
implemented, the number of LED chips would increase
from few hundreds to tens of thousands. As a result,
based on a market analysis,163 the cost of mLCD has risen
by 5, approaching to its OLED counterpart with the
same screen size and resolution. However, as the miniLED backlight technology matures, its cost should drop
gradually so that its competitiveness will increase substantially. Similarly, after over 30 years of active development, OLED technology is also reasonably mature,
especially for small-sized displays. The manufacturing
yield has been greatly improved. With continuous innovations in materials and device structures, and advanced
manufacturing processes, such as inkjet printing, OLED's
cost should also continue to decline. As for μLED displays, their cost is related to the chip size. Minimizing
LED chip size helps increase the number of chips per
wafer, but the mass transfer yield could be compromised.

F I G U R E 1 4 Display performance metrics
comparison between mini-light-emitting diode
(LED) backlit liquid crystal display (mLCD),
red, green, and blue (RGB) organic lightemitting diode (OLED), and RGB micro-LED
displays
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A lower mass transfer yield would lead to a higher repair
cost and longer lead time.53 In addition, smaller ship size
also causes more material waste during chip singulation
process.

3.8 | Lifetime
Both LCD and μLED displays use inorganic materials as
backlight and emitting light sources. Their lifetime can
easily exceed 50,000 h. However, the light-emitting layer
of an OLED display is organic material which is more
sensitive to moisture, air, heat, and DC current. Therefore, a special protective film is needed to prevent it from
environmental damage.164 In addition, the differential
aging between three primary colors and image sticking
effects (also known as burn-in) still need improvement.165,166 Generally, for red and green ph-OLEDs, their
lifetime (T50) under 1000 nits is longer than 80,000 h.
However, the lifetime of blue phosphorescent OLED is
around 20 shorter than that of red and green ones.167,168
Recently, several new materials and novel device structures have been proposed.169,170 The lifetime of OLED
displays is expected to be improved continuously.

3.9 | Panel flexibility
Flexibility is a desirable feature for some display applications, such as vehicle displays, smart watches,
smartphones (Galaxy S series and Z Flip), and even TVs
(LG rollable OLED). Due to excellent flexibility of
organic materials, rollable AMOLED displays have been
released commercially. The development of ultrathin
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polarizers171 and the electrodes with large strain stretchability172 are key factors to maintain the image quality
and tenacity of flexible OLED displays. A flexible transparent μLED display on a polyimide substrate is demonstrated by PlayNitride.131 For LCDs, a backlight unit is
required so that its flexibility is limited. About 5 years
ago, FlexEnable demonstrated a rollable LCD using
organic TFTs, called OLCD.173 To keep the LC cell gap
uniform during bending, polymer walls are implemented.
For a transmissive OLCD, flexible backlight is
required.174 If continuous flexibility is not absolutely
required, a foldable LCD can be realized by the tiling two
or more borderless LCDs together. At Touch Taiwan
2019, Innolux demonstrated an impressive threefold
splicing display with three nearly borderless LCD panels.

4 | C ON C L U S I ON
We have briefly reviewed the latest developments in
mLCD, OLED, and μLED displays. Each technology has
its own pros and cons. We summarize the nine display
performance metrics in Figure 14. Overall, the lifetime of
OLED displays remains to be overcome for highbrightness applications, such as sunlight readable displays. The relatively low CR degrades the image quality
of LCDs at dark ambient. However, considering the
ambient light effect, LCD can have a higher ACR than
OLED display because of its higher peak brightness. As
HDR display becomes mainstream, the competition
between OLED and mini-LED will further intensify.
Finally, μLED displays show an excellent ACR in almost
all ambient conditions, thanks to its high peak brightness. However, the complex driving circuitry and
manufacturing process still impede its widespread applications. As the cost continues to decline, μLED displays
will gradually move toward the center stage.
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